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Flexible Payment 
Commitments
The Seven Stones Pricing Narrative

To best reflect our commitment to a world in which 

everybody matters, Seven Stones uses money as a  

tool to:

•  Support what we care about most

•  Express generosity

•  Empower reciprocity through a gratitude 

feedback loop

•  Enhance exchange of value among people 

and between organizations

This commitment leads us to think about currency and 

forms of exchange, our relationships with those we work 

with and how to communicate our priorities.

Seven Stones’ thinking continues to evolve. Currently we 

ask our clients to choose, within a range, how much to 

pay for our services. 

In a sustainably abundant world, we might begin 

by noticing that we are all interwoven into a web of 

exchanges we call commerce. Ideally those exchanges 

are designed to help humans thrive and prosper. 

As Seven Stones invites you into the practice of creating 

a world where we all matter, this is an opportunity 

to investigate your own relationship to money and 

exchange. Through the practices of generosity and 

reciprocity, discover how you might operate in the 

context of a sustainably abundant world-view.

A Moment to Pause
Truthfully, this is an opportunity to reflect on your access 

to resources and recognize the web of commitments you 

are holding. We rarely give ourselves the opportunity to 

be in an inquiry to align our commitment and financial 

resources. This is a time to pause and take a look at what 

sustainable abundance means in this moment. Choose 

where you will stand:

 

INVEST in a World of Sustainable Abundance

VALUE Seven Stones’ Life-Transforming Work

HONOR Our Connection

Exchange Created Value
When we enter into an exchange we allow for all of 

our needs to be discussed and we look at what gifts, 

resources and talents can be exchanged in a way for all 

to be cared for. The exchange allows for money not to 

stop our working together, it opens up a conversation 

about alternative currencies and ways of valuing 

exchanges and it allows us to experiment with unlinking 

time from money. 

Generosity Welcomed
We founded The Sustainable Abundance Project: an 

initiative dedicated to educating others and producing a 

set of pathways for individuals and organizations to live 

from and work within Sustainable Abundance. Donate 

above and beyond your own tuition/fees so that others 

may explore the courses and coaching available through 

Seven Stones as well allow your funds to flow toward a 

global movement. 
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